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Executive summary
This document describes the procedure to be followed to integrate new model components in
SEAMLESS-IF, it provides an example and it suggests possible future improvements to make
this procedure more open and usable by third-party developers.
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1

Introduction

This document describes the procedure to incorporate a new model in SEAMLESS-IF. The
current procedure relies heavily on the skills of one or more software developers, but various
steps have been taken in order to alleviate the labour required to perform the addition of new
models in SEAMLESS-IF. Also, the programmers cannot incorporate a model on their own
into the SEAMLESS-IF. During the integration frequent interaction is required with the
modeller who provides the model to specify relevant inputs and outputs, exchanges of data
with other components and compare model results once integrated. A joined team of software
developers and modellers need to be formed to ensure a sound integration of the model.
In the next sections we describe the major steps of editing the ontology, in order to
semantically annotate the data exchanged by the new model and provide the database
structure to store the data, of wrapping up the model as an OpenMI (Open Modelling
Interface) compliant component, to connect it into an executable model chain, and finally to
extend the graphical user interface, in order to allow the user to set the parameters of the new
model, execute the new model chain and view the calculation results.
This document is important when new components are integrated in SEAMLESS-IF in
future.
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2

Integration of a new component in SEAMLESS-IF

This chapter describes steps to be performed to add a new hypothetical model to
SEAMLESS-IF. This model can subsequently be used in model chains, input parameter
values can be changed through the GUI (Graphical User Interface), model outputs can be
visualized in the GUI and the model can use data from the database. To add a model inside
the framework implies the use of the outputs produced by this model as inputs for another
model or for an indicator. Also, the inputs for the new model must be specified either by
linking to the database or by accessing the outputs of another model.
As described in D5.3.10, SEAMLESS-IF has a multi layer architecture, and integrating a new
model component has impact on several layers. Here we list the three major steps:
1. Extend the ontology. All the knowledge about data items that are handled in
SEAMLESS-IF is stored in the SEAMLESS ontology. In order to cover knowledge
managed by the new model component, the ontology has to be extended. First, the
programmer and the modeller need to agree what the relevant input and output data
of the model are and how the model should be extended for these input and output
data. Second, the maintainer of the ontology must add to it the requested input and
output data, which the new model component will exchange within SEAMLESS-IF.
It is not required to annotate in the ontology every single input, output and parameter
of the model, but only those which are required for the integration. If some data are
never accessed or edited they can be set to default values and left alone. Figure 1
shows the relation between the knowledge manager, the database, and the
SEAMLESS-IF server as part of the SEAMLESS-IF architecture.

Figure 1. The link between the knowledge manager, containing the ontology, the
database SeamDB and the graphical user interface of SEAMLESS-IF (SeamGUI).

2. Link the model. The model has to be added to the existing Modelling Environment.
The model has to be able to interact with other models inside the Modelling
Environment by exchanging input and output data. This data exchange is performed
through OpenMI and a Jjava wrapper, that handles the parsing of the inputs and
outputs of the model from Java in the SEAMLESS framework to the programming
language (e.g. GAMS, C#, FORTRAN) of the model. The model will be a new
component, and it will be linked with other components in order to be able to
exchange information with the rest of the system. Figure 2 shows the OpenMI
compliant model base in the context of SEAMLESS-IF architecture.
The Java wrapper for the model is a custom piece of code with three functions: a.
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providing inputs to the model, b. executing the model, and c. reading outputs from
the model. For the provision of inputs, the wrapper receives instances of a JavaBean
class as used by the SEAMLESS-IF and translates it into a format that the model can
read, usually by creating a file containing the parameter values. The file can be of any
kind: txt, cvs, gdx, inc, xml and exists only temporarily. The file format used depends
on the model. For executing the model, the wrapper calls the executable of the model
and points it to the input file(s), that the wrapper created. The model internally should
be able to load the data from the files and use them. The Java wrapper monitors the
execution and can provide log-messages from the model. If the model executed
successfully the Java wrapper reads in the output file of the model and extracts from
it the values used for calculation of indicators or as input to other models. These
values are translated back into JavaBean class instances. If the model is not executed
or crashes, the Java wrapper will throw an exception to the model chain to stop
executing or to abort the chain run. Developing a Java wrapper is a precise and
sometimes tedious work, requiring frequent interaction between programmer and
modeller.
Building a Java wrapper like described above is one way to make an existing model
OpenMI compliant, even when it is written in a different programming language.
Many other solutions are possible, however the key issues are that in order to be
integrated a model component must be made compliant to the OpenMI interfaces and
be able to handle the JavaBean classes that represent the exchanged data.

Figure 2. Models are seen as OpenMI compliant components, which are then organized
in model chains, invoked by the experiment manager in the SEAMLESS-IF GUI.

3. Extend the GUI. The programmer needs to develop new user interaction screens in
the GUI since the model must be configured by setting its parameters’ values. The
GUI adaptation is to be done with the objective of offering the possibility to the
Integrative Modeller to intuitively set parameter values. Figure 3 shows the GUI in
the context of SEAMLESS-IF architecture.
Again this work requires close cooperation between software developer(s) and the
end-user(s), e.g. the Integrative Modellers involved. Part of the work involves the
creation of both Java and Adobe Flex ActionScript classes used to transfer data
between the server (SeamServer) and web client (SeamGUI). SEAMLESS includes
code generators for this to help out, but customization of generated classes might be
needed to provide advanced functionality or to optimize the amount of data being
exchanged over the network connection. On the server side additional service classes
and Data Access Objects (DAO) might also be needed to support the new parameter
values.
Additional work is needed when the new model component produces as output data
that in the end needs to be visualized in the GUI, i.e. new ModelVariable and/or
EndorsedIndicator classes. Information about them needs to be entered into the
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database as well so that they become selectable for the end-user. Proper data transfer
classes need to be added, for this it is best to examine how it is done for existing
indicators and use the relevant source code as template to add the new ones. Most of
the coding involves writing the proper support (DAO, DTO) classes on the server
side, the visualization part of the GUI (SeamPRES) mostly relies on dynamic objects
and the use of dictionary classes to flexibly process the indicator data it receives from
the server and create tables, graphs and maps of it.

Figure 3. The GUI components in SEAMLESS-IF, PE for Policy Expert and IM for the
Integrated Modeller.
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3

A practical example of inclusion of a new model component

Let’s now imagine a typical scenario where we would like to add MODEL_X to the existing
SCA-FSSIM model chain. SCA-FSSIM is one of the various model chains which are stored
in the model base of SEAMLESS-IF.
MODEL_X will use the output of SCA, as shown in Figure 4, and it requires to be configured
by setting an additional vector of parameters named PARAM_X, composed by a country
aggregate and a value.
We assume that this model has to perform some computation using as input the output of
SCA, and producing output to be used as FSSIM input.

Figure 4. Model execution flow.

The developer has now to perform following steps: extend the ontology, wrap and link the
model, extend the GUI.
3.1

Extend existing ontology

As specified in the requirements of this simple/sample integration, MODEL_X has a
parameter (PARAM_X) that is not “conceptualized” (listed as a concept) in the current
ontology. After discussion between the modeller and the programmer, the ontology schema
has to be edited by the ontology maintainer. In practice, to update the ontology schema means
to edit an ontology file using an editor. We will edit an “.owl” file using Protégé
(http://protégé.standford.edu) a widely used ontology editor (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. A screenshot of the editing action of the ontology using Protégé.

Now the ontology is up to date and it contains the new concepts related to PARAM_X. It is
out of the scope of this document to explain how an ontology is manipulated and updated.
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The ontology thus defines all the entities used by models in SEAMLESS-IF. An entity in
practice is a persistent object, in other words, it is a table in a database. To manage such
entities in SeamFrame, the modeling framework of SEAMLESS-IF, we create a mapping
from concepts in the ontology to classes in java and finally to tables in a relational database.
The SEAMLESS database will then be extended (a new table “paramx” with two field
“countryaggregate” and “value” will be added to the database). Figure 6 reports a view of the
database structure.

Figure 6. A screenshot of the new table used to persist PARAM_X. We are using pgAdmin as
atool to display the database structure, since the SEAMLESS database is based on the open
source database PostgreSQL.

A new JavaBean class named Param_x with properties “countryaggregate” and “value” is
generated automatically from the ontology. This class will be used to interface the model with
the database. Figure 7 reports the source code generated from the ontology by the Seamless
Persistence Plugin, a component of the Thinklab architecture, at the base of the SEAMLESSIF Knowledge Manager (PD5.4.2.2).
package org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx;
import java.io.Serializable;
import org.integratedmodelling.persistence.annotations.ConceptURI;
import org.integratedmodelling.persistence.annotations.PropertyURI;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.CountryAggregate;

/**
*
* Generated code for concept modelx:ParamX
* originally from http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#ParamX
*
*
* @author Thinklab Persistence Plugin
* @since Dec 22, 2008**/
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@ConceptURI("http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#ParamX")
public
class
ParamX
implements
org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.ImodelxParameter {

Serializable,

private Long id;
private CountryAggregate countryaggregate;
private Float value;
public ParamX() {}
public Long getId() {
return id;
}
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
public void setId(Long id) {
this.id = id;
}
/*
* Setters and getters for the method */
@PropertyURI("http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#hasCountryAggregate")
public CountryAggregate getCountryAggregate(){
return countryaggregate;
}
@PropertyURI("http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#hasCountryAggregate")
public void setCountryAggregate(CountryAggregate arg){
this.countryaggregate = arg;
}

/*
* Setters and getters for the method */
@PropertyURI("http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#value")
public Float getValue(){
return value;
}
@PropertyURI("http://ontologies.seamless-ip.org/modelx.owl#value")
public void setValue(Float arg){
this.value = arg;
}

public int hashCode(){
int hash = 0;
hash += (this.id != null ? this.id.hashCode() : 0);
return hash;
}
public boolean equals(Object object){
if(this.id == null ) return false;
if (!(object instanceof ParamX)) return false;
ParamX other = (ParamX) object;
if(this.id.equals(other.id)) return true;
return false;
}
public String toString(){
return "org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.ParamX[id=" + id + "]";
}
}

Figure 7. JavaBean to access the database.
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3.2

Link the model

The model needs now to be linked into a model chain. This link has to be manually coded in
Java. We use the OpenMI framework (http://www.openmi.org) to perform the integration. On
top of the OpenMI 1.4 standard and SDK an additional layer has been added to allow the
exchange of the JavaBean classes generated from the ontology between model components.
This layer and its classes are available as part of the Modelling Environment of SEAMLESSIF.
First we create a Java component to wrap up the new model. This is a Java class that we
name ModelXComponent (from an OpenMI point of view it should be the extension of a
nl.alterra.openmi.sdk.backbone.LinkableComponent). This class is responsible to setup all
data (reading and writing on the database) before and after the model execution. In Figure 8
we report the source code of the Java component.
package org.seamless_ip.wrappers.modelx.component;
import java.util.List;
import nl.alterra.openmi.sdk.backbone.ValueSet;
import org.openmi.standard.ITime;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.ParamX;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.indi.IIndicatorValue;
import org.seamless_ip.processing.sofa.SeamException;
import org.seamless_ip.processing.sofa.SeamLinkableComponent;
public class ModelXComponent extends SeamLinkableComponent{
public ModelXComponent(String ID) {
super(ID);
registerInputExchangeItem(ParamX.class);
registerOutputExchangeItem(IIndicatorValue.class);
}
}

Figure 8. Java component wrapping up the model.
To link the component inside a model chain we have to edit another Java class. This class
must specify the execution order of model and must specify which model uses what output of
another model. The example source code is reported in Figure 9.
package org.seamless_ip.environment.processing.chains;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.farmopt.ProductionActivityPerFSSIMFarm;
import org.seamless_ip.processing.sofa.SeamTrigger;
import org.seamless_ip.wrappers.fssim.mp.FSSIMMPComponent;
import fssim.am.sca.SCAComponent;
import org.seamless_ip.wrappers.modelx.component.ModelXComponent;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx;
import org.seamless_ip.processing.sofa.SeamChain;
public class SCA_MODELX_FSSIM_Chain extends SeamChain {
private SCAComponent sca_component;
private ModelXComponent modelx_component;
private FSSIMMPComponent fssimmp_component;

public SCA_MODELX_FSSIM_Chain(String chainName) {
super(chainName);
//create components
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sca_component = new SCAComponent("SCA");
modelx_component = new ModelXComponent("MODELX");
fssimmp_component = new FSSIMMPComponent("FSSIM-MP");

// add components to the composition
addComponent(sca_component);
addComponent(modelx_component);
addComponent(fssimmp_component);
// add links in the composition
createLink(sca_component, fssimmp, ParamX.class);
createLink(modelx_component,
fssimmp_component, ProductionActivityPerFSSIMFarm.class);
}
}

Figure 9. Implementation of the model chain in OpenMI.
The model is now available as a component and it is linked in a model chain. To launch the
execution it must now be made accessible from the SEAMLESS-IF GUI.
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3.3

Development of the new GUI screens

The SEAMLESS GUI (a rich client web application) has to be extended in order to let the
user (be it a Policy Evaluator or an Integrative Modeller) to easily configure the model
parameters.
The data transfer architecture between the client (the GUI) and the server (the SEAMLESSIF processing environment) is based on various design patterns like Data Transfer Objects,
Data Access Objects, Service Façades, and the Messaging Service design pattern. The
exchanges of new entity types require the creation of more classes in different languages
(Java on the server side, ActionScript on the client side). The generation of code can be
performed automatically thanks to the SEAMLESS code generator tool (Appendix 1). In
Figure 10 we report the code that is automatically generated to create the transport object to
be stored on the server.
/*
ParamXTO .java
============================================================
Transport Object class for ParamX .java
============================================================
This work has been carried out as part of the SEAMLESS Integrated Framework
project, EU 6th Framework Programme, contract no. 010036-2.
Copyright (c) 2008 The SEAMLESS project. All rights reserved.
For more information: www.seamless-ip.org; email: seamless.office@wur.nl
============================================================
Author : Generated automatically
============================================================
*/
package org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.modelx;
import java.io.Serializable;
import java.lang.Float;
import java.lang.Long;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.capri.CountryAggregate;
import org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.ParamX;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.capri.CountryAggregateTO;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.capri.ICAPRIParameterTO;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.utils.AbstractTO;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.utils.CodegeneratorSettings;
@CodegeneratorSettings(sourcename="org.seamless_ip.ontologies.modelx.ParamX",
readonly=false,
used=true)
@SuppressWarnings("serial")
public class ParamXTO extends AbstractTO implements ICAPRIParameterTO<ParamXTO, ParamX>,
Serializable
{
private Long _id;
private Float _value;
private CountryAggregateTO _countryaggregate;
private Float _baselineValue/*transient field*/;
public ParamXTO()
{
super();
_countryaggregate = new CountryAggregateTO();
}
public static ParamX createDBInstance()
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{
ParamX dbItem = new ParamX();
dbItem.setCountryAggregate(CountryAggregateTO.createDBInstance());
return dbItem;
}

public static ParamX createDBInstance(ParamXTO toItem)
{
if (toItem != null)
return toItem.assignTo(createDBInstance());
else
return createDBInstance();
}
public static void releaseDBInstance(ParamX dbItem)
{
if (dbItem != null) {
dbItem.setCountryAggregate(null);
}
}
public ParamXTO assignFrom(ParamX target)
{
if (target != null)
{
try {
_countryaggregate .assignFrom(target.getCountryAggregate());
} catch(Exception e)
{
//to catch hibernate exception throwed when null value is getted
}
try {
_value = target.getValue();
} catch(Exception e)
{
//to catch hibernate exception throwed when null value is getted
}
try {
_id = target.getId();
} catch(Exception e)
{
//to catch hibernate exception throwed when null value is getted
}
}
return this;
}
public ParamX assignTo(ParamX target)
{
if (target != null)
{
target.setId(_id);
target.setCountryAggregate(_countryaggregate
.assignTo(target.getCountryAggregate()));
target.setValue(_value);
}
return target;
}
public boolean equalsTo(ParamX target)
{
if (target == null)
return false;
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ParamXTO targetTO = new ParamXTO().assignFrom(target);
return targetTO.equals(this);
}
@Override
public ParamXTO clone()
{
ParamXTO clone = new ParamXTO();
clone.setId(_id);
clone.setCountryAggregate(_countryaggregate);
clone.setValue(_value);
clone.setBaselineValue(_baselineValue/*transient field*/);
return clone;
}
@Override
public int hashCode()
{
int result = 0;
result = 31 * result + (_id != null ? _id .hashCode() : 0);
result = 31 * result + (_value != null ? _value .hashCode() : 0);
result = 31 * result + (_countryaggregate != null ? _countryaggregate .hashCode() : 0);
result = 31 * result + (_baselineValue/*transient field*/ != null ? _baselineValue/*transient
field*/ .hashCode() : 0);
return result;
}
@Override
public boolean equals(Object o)
{
if (this == o) return true;
if (!(o instanceof ParamXTO)) return false;
ParamXTO classTO = (ParamXTO) o;
if (_id != null ? !_id .equals(classTO._id) : classTO._id != null)
return false;
if (_value != null ? !_value .equals(classTO._value) : classTO._value != null)
return false;
if (_countryaggregate != null ? !_countryaggregate .equals(classTO._countryaggregate) :
classTO._countryaggregate != null)
return false;
if (_baselineValue/*transient field*/ != null ? !_baselineValue/*transient field*/
.equals(classTO._baselineValue/*transient field*/) : classTO._baselineValue/*transient field*/ != null)
return false;
return true;
}
public void setId(Long value)
{
_id = value;
}
public CountryAggregateTO getCountryAggregate()
{
return _countryaggregate;
}
public void setCountryAggregate(CountryAggregateTO value)
{
_countryaggregate = value;
}
public Float getValue()
{
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return _value;
}
public Long getId()
{
return _id;
}
public void setValue(Float value)
{
_value = value;
}
public void setBaselineValue(Float value)
{
_baselineValue/*transient field*/ = value;
}
public Float getBaselineValue()
{
return _baselineValue/*transient field*/;
}
}

Figure 10. Generated Transfer Object Java class (server side).
In the same way, the code to be used on the client is automatically generated and an example
is reported in Figure 11.
/*
ParamX.as
=============================================================
ParamX model class. Isolates the client model layer from the server
model layer.
============================================================
This work has been carried out as part of the SEAMLESS Integrated Framework
project, EU 6th Framework Programme, contract no. 010036-2.
Copyright (c) 2008 The SEAMLESS project. All rights reserved.
For more information: www.seamless-ip.org; email: seamless.office@wur.nl
============================================================
Author : Generated by javaBeansToFlex ( Michiel Rop, Benny Jonsson )
============================================================
*/
package org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.modelx
{
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.capri.CountryAggregate;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.capri.ICAPRIParameter;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.utils.IBaseLineValue;
import org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.utils.IClonable;
[Bindable]
[RemoteClass(alias="org.seamless_ip.services.transferobjects.modelx.ParamxTO")]
public class ParamX implements IClonable, IBaseLineValue, ICAPRIParameter
public function ParamX()
{
}

{

public var baselineValue: Number;
public var countryAggregate: CountryAggregate;
public var value: Number;
public var id: String;
public function get BaseLineValue(): Number
{
return baselineValue;
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}
public function Clone():IClonable
{
var clone: ParamX = new ParamX();
var item:IClonable;
clone.baselineValue = this.baselineValue;
clone.countryAggregate = (CountryAggregate)(this.countryAggregate .Clone());
clone.value = this.value;
clone.id = this.id;
return clone;
}
}
}

Figure 11. Generated Transfer Object ActionScript class (client side).
Given the automatically generated classes for the transfer objects it becomes very easy to add
a new screen to the GUI. The client is developed using the Adobe Flex
(http://www.adobe.com/products/flex/) builder plugin into Eclipse, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Flex plugin for Eclipse.
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Finally, the result, a GUI screen where the user can edit parameter PARAM_X, can be seen
in Figure 13.

Figure 13. GUI extended to handle the new parameter.
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4

Overview of generated and developed classes
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Figure 14. Overview of the generated and developed classes in squares with the tools to generate
classes in ovals.

As mentioned in the procedure for integration and in the example describing the integration
of one hypothetical model, not all classes required by an incorporated model need to
manually developed. Many are generated as shown in figure 14 by either the knowledge
manager (PD5.4.2.2) or the SEAMLESS code generator (Appendix 1). Manual development
is needed of behavioral methods or application logic, e.g. classes that do something with the
generated classes. For example, the Java OpenMI wrapper translates a JavaBean into an input
file for the model. For the integration of the model into the model chain, only two manual
actions need to occur, e.g. editing the ontology and developing the model wrapper. Some
more work is needed to allow the GUI to process new parameters introduced by the newly
integrated model and recognize and visualize its output data as new model variables or new
endorsed indicators when applicable. Furthermore some optimization of the generated classes
for the data transfer between server and client (the Java transfer objects and matching
ActionScript counterparts) might be needed to lower the required network bandwidth and
keep the GUI responsive enough for the end-user.
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5

Conclusions

The procedure to add a new model in SEAMLESS-IF requires a good deal of knowledge on
the integrated modeling framework SeamFrame, on the SEAMLESS database, and on the
SEAMLESS knowledge manager. This is a common problem shared by most modeling
frameworks, where little or no “point-and-click” interfaces are available for the inclusion of
new models in the framework. Yet, the SEAMLESS integrated framework is aiming in the
right direction, by providing a clear procedure and a set of tools for automated code
generation, which has been proven to be of great help in the management of models in the
context of the SEAMLESS project.
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Appendix: setting the Eclipse platform
SEAMLESS-IF code generation tools

to

employ

the

The purpose of this appendix is to provide the information required to generate TO.java
classes + ListTo.java classes + actionscript classes from Seamfaces (beans derived from the
ontology)
Software requirements
Eclipse + Adobe Flex builder plugin
What you need
Get from this folder from the svn repository (presently located at http://delivered.seamlessif.org):
/svn/branches/CODE_GENERATION
It contains 4 eclipse projects:
•
•
•
•

CodeGeneration//source to generate the code
OutputFlexBean// of “generate actionscript classes”
OutputJavaTO//project where is saved the output of “generate TO.java classes +
ListTo.java classes”
Seamfaces//starting source (bean coming from the ontology)
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How setup up Eclipse

Add the 4 eclipse projects into the same workspace
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How generate the code
The main classes for the generation is inside the CodeGeneration project, package
org.seamless_ip.misc.GenerationExecution.java
It has to be setted by hand and launched as a Java Application.
The logical step to generate code are:
1) Configuration of seamfacesforgui.xml
2) Generation of TO.java classes + ListTo.java classes based on seamfacesforgui.xml
setting of setp 1
3) generate actionscript classes based on classes generated (and compiled!!!) on step 2
Step 1 - configuration of seamfacesforgui.xml

Edit the attribute “Used” in “EntityElement” and “FiledElement”
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Step 2 - Generation of TO.java
seamfacesforgui.xml setting of setp 1

classes

+

ListTo.java

classes

based

on

The variable mode into the class GenerationExecution has to be setted as JAVABEAN_TO_TO
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Run the GenerationExecution class
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Logs are showed on the console and are saved on codegenerator.log file
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TO.java classes + ListTo.java classes are putted on the source folder of project
OutputJavaTO…but Eclipse NEED A REFRESH to see changed file and be able to compile it!!!
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Now you can have a look on generated java code and check warning and error
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Step 3 - generate actionscript classes based on classes generated (and compiled!!!) on
step 2

The variable mode into the class GenerationExecution has to be setted as JAVATO_TO_AS
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Run the GenerationExecution class

Logs are showed on the console and are saved on codegenerator.log file
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Actionscript classes are putted on the source folder of project OutputFlexBean…but Eclipse
NEED A REFRESH to see changed file and be able to compile it!!!
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Now you can have a look on generated actionscript code and check warning and error
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Seamfacesforgui.xml configuration
The seamfacesforgui.xml file is used to choose entities and fields of entity for which the java
(TO and ListTO) and actionscript code has to be generated.
Assuming to have an entity 'Figure' with two attributes 'height' and 'width', the xml
description inside the seamfacesforgui.xml will be the following:

<tns:EntityListElement
xmlns:tns="http://codegeneration.seamless-ip.org/seamfacesforgui"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://codegeneration.seamless-ip.org/seamfacesforgui seamfacesforgui.xsd">
<tns:EntityElement
ReadOnly="false">

Name="org.seamless_ip.ontologies.sampl.Figure"

Used="false"

<tns:FieldListElement>
<tns:FieldElement Name="height" Used="false"/>
<tns:FieldElement Name="width" Used="false"/>
</tns:FieldListElement>
</tns:EntityElement>
</tns:EntityListElement>

Generation rule:
−
−

To generate classes for the entity ‘Figure’ we have to set the attribute 'Used' of the
'EntityElement' as ‘true’.
To specify wich field the generated class has to contain we have to set attribute 'Used'
of the 'FieldElement'. (if it is set to ‘true’ the generated class will contains the
attribute, else it doesn’t)

A configuration sample:
Assuming we would like to generate the code for the entity 'Figure', the generated class has to
contain only attribute 'height'.
The configuration required is the following:
<tns:EntityListElement
xmlns:tns="http://codegeneration.seamless-ip.org/seamfacesforgui"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://codegeneration.seamless-ip.org/seamfacesforgui seamfacesforgui.xsd">
<tns:EntityElement
ReadOnly="false">

Name="org.seamless_ip.ontologies.sampl.Figure"

Used="true"

<tns:FieldListElement>
<tns:FieldElement Name="height" Used="true”/>
<tns:FieldElement Name="width" Used="false"/>
</tns:FieldListElement>
...
</tns:EntityElement>
</tns:EntityListElement>
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At the end of the generation process, we will have:
−
−
−

FigureTO.java java class with attribute only 'height'
FigureListTO.java class (used to be allow the fact that other entitys can have list of
Figure as attribute)
Figure.as actionscript class with attribute 'height'
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